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SAN FRANCISCO: Chinese gaming and social media
company Tencent Holdings Ltd on Thursday flagged
video games and ad sales as areas where it thinks it
could help Snapchat owner Snap Inc after acquiring a
12 percent stake in the US firm. Snap disclosed in a US
regulatory filing on Wednesday that Tencent recently
bought 145.8 million of its shares on the open market,
fueling investor speculation about how the two compa-
nies might work together.

The US social media company has struggled since
its March initial public offering to meet analyst expec-
tations for user growth, and it is locked in fierce com-
petition for users and ad dollars with Facebook Inc. In
describing its stake, Tencent, the world’s largest gaming
company by revenue, implied a close relationship with
Snap that could go beyond passive investing and
involve assisting the US  company with strategy. 

Investors treated Tencent’s new stake as an invest-
ment rather than a step toward an acquisition, while
analysts viewed the move as potentially more beneficial
for the Chinese company than for Snap. Shares in Snap
fell 4.3 percent on Thursday to $12.35, adding to a 14.6
percent loss in the previous session. Snap went public
at $17 a share. Morgan Stanley analysts late on
Wednesday cut their rating on the stock to “under-
weight” because of competition from Facebook’s
Instagram, which has introduced features that mimic
Snapchat’s disappearing messages. A separate Morgan
Stanley division was lead underwriter for Snap’s IPO.

Tencent’s shares do not have voting power and the
company will not have a board seat. Snap said in its fil-
ing on Wednesday that Tencent notified it of the share
purchases this month. “The investment enables Tencent
to explore cooperation opportunities with the company
on mobile games publishing and newsfeed as well as to
share its financial returns from the growth of its busi-
nesses and monetization in the future,” Tencent said in
an emailed statement. It also referred to the potential
for newsfeed ads.

It was not immediately clear if Snap has the same
plan. The California-based company declined to com-
ment beyond its filing, in which it said it was inspired by
Tencent’s creativity and entrepreneurial spirit and
grateful to continue a productive relationship. Snapchat
does not have a Facebook-style newsfeed, but said on
Tuesday that it was planning a redesign that could
include such a feature.

Last year, PepsiCo Inc’s Gatorade ran a interactive
video game ad on Snapchat featuring tennis star Serena
Williams.  Beyond that and a few similar examples, the
app has not offered mobile games. Analysts said
Tencent has benefited from its social media apps for
the phenomenal popularity of its smartphone games
such as Honor of Kings, and will need the help of local
networks to fuel overseas growth. Honor of Kings,
based on Chinese historical characters, is the top-
grossing mobile game in the world. It became so popu-
lar that Tencent in July curbed play time amid reports
of addiction among children.—Reuters
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LISBON: The next generation of Internet giants gather
this week in Portugal for four days of tech-fuelled net-
working, nights out and-for the first time this year-surfing
of the offline variety. Web Summit, which likes to promote
itself as “the Davos for geeks” and provides a platform for
startups to hook up with venture capitalists and hear
about new trends from industry leaders such as Facebook,
will see around 60,000 tech experts convene in Lisbon,
where participants will look to catch a break either in or
out of the water.

“Lisbon is kind of the surf capital of Europe, so not
going surfing would be a very significant missed opportu-
nity,” said Web Summit CEO Paddy Cosgrave. Around 250
participants arrived in the Portuguese capital ahead of
Tuesday’s official start to enjoy some of Europe’s best
waves. Mircea Baldean, founder and CEO of Canada-
based startup MeetVibe, said he was looking forward to
the networking opportunities at the event. 

“It’s my first time in Lisbon, my first time surfing and my
first time at Web Summit... as an entrepreneur you have to
be ready to do new things every day.” But the event isn’t
all beach shorts and wipeouts: there’s serious money up
for grabs with some of the world’s largest tech firms scout-
ing for the next big app or technology in which to invest.
Organizers claim that around a third of startups who dis-
play their products at the Web Summit find a donor within
12 months. 

“We’ve got 1,500 of the most active investors from
around the world and a sample of 2,000 really high poten-
tial startups,” said Cosgrave.  Speakers at this year’s event
include former US President Al Gore, UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres and former olympian and cam-
paigner Caitlyn Jenner-as well as representatives from
Internet giants such as Amazon and app-based behemoths
Uber and Tinder.

Work hard, play hard    
The stakes are high:

organizers say one fifth of all
venture capital invested in
the last three years went to
firms that participated in
Web Summit-accounting for
tens of billions of euros. But
they are also open about its
out-of-hours approach to
networking, and hope rela-
tionships forged in the bars
and restaurants of Lisbon
can go on to power the next
waves of online innovation.
“The truth is a lot of the best relationships are built over
dinner, over long walks in the city and other social activi-
ties. So we put a huge emphasis on what happens after 5

pm,” said Cosgrave. For Michael Memeteau, a founder of
an energy startup who will be acting as an unofficial guide
for one of the after-hours “pub crawls”, it’s the social

aspect that makes Web
Summit so popular. 

“The thing is to keep some
energy for the night, as the
quality of exchanges is better,”
he said. “In fact I’m only going
to go to three of the actual
talks.”  Tommy Otzen, CEO of
Danish start up Kubo Robot
and winner of last year’s Web
Summit “Pitch” competition to
find the best new firm, said his
company received a one-mil-
lion-euro investment off the

back of the conference.  “Our success at last year’s Web
Summit was what triggered that relationship, because we
got a lot of media attention,” he said.—AFP 
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LISBON: Web Summit’s co-founder and entrepreneur Paddy Cosgrave, left, waves to the public
along with Portuguese President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa.

UN to host first 
talks on use 
of killer robots
GENEVA: The United Nations is set to host the first-ever
talks on the use of autonomous weapons, but those hoping
for a ban on the machines dubbed killer robots will be dis-
appointed, the ambassador leading the discussions said
Friday. More than 100 artificial intelligence entrepreneurs
led by Tesla’s Elon Musk in August urged the UN to
enforce a global ban on fully-automated weapons, echoing
calls from activists who have warned the machines will put
civilians at enormous risk.  A UN disarmament grouping
known as the Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons (CCW) will on Monday hold five days of talks
on the issue in Geneva. 

But anything resembling a ban, or even a treaty, remains
far off, said the Indian ambassador on disarmament,
Amandeep Gill, who is chairing the meeting. “It would be

very easy to just legislate a ban but I think... rushing ahead
in a very complex subject is not wise,” he told reporters.
“We are just at the starting line.”

He said the discussion, which will also include civil soci-
ety and technology companies, will be partly focused on
understanding the types of weapons in the pipeline.
Proponents of a ban, including the Campaign to Stop
Killer Robots pressure group, insist that human beings
must ultimately be responsible for the final decision to kill
or destroy. They argue that any weapons system that dele-
gates the decision on an individual strike to an algorithm is
by definition illegal, because computers cannot be held
accountable under international humanitarian law.

Gill said there was agreement that “human beings have
to remain responsible for decisions that involve life and
death”. But, he added, there are varying opinions on the
mechanics through which “human control” must govern
deadly weapons. 

Machines ‘can’t apply the law’    
The International Committee of the Red Cross, which is

mandated to safeguard the laws of conflict, has not called
for a ban, but has underscored the need to place limits on
autonomous weapons. “Our bottom line is that machines
can’t apply the law and you can’t transfer responsibility for
legal decisions to machines”, Neil Davison of the ICRC’s

arms unit said.  He highlighted the problematic nature of
weapons that involve major variables in terms of the timing
or location of an attack-for example something that is
deployed for multiple hours and programmed to strike
whenever it detects an enemy target. “Where you have a
degree of unpredictability or uncertainty in what’s going
to happen when you activate this weapons system then
you are going to start to have problems for legal compli-
ance,” he said. 

Flawed meeting? 
Next week’s UN meeting will also feature wide-rang-

ing talks on artificial intelligence, triggering criticism
that the CCW was drowning itself in discussions about
new technologies instead of zeroing in on the urgent
issue. “There is a r isk in going too broad at this
moment,” said Mary Wareham of Human Rights Watch,
who is the coordinator of the Campaign to Stop Killer
Robots. “The need is to focus on lethal autonomous
weapons”, she told said.The open letter co-signed my
Musk as well as Mustafa Suleyman, co-founder of
Google’s DeepMind, warned that killer robots could
become “weapons that despots and terrorists use against
innocent populations, and weapons hacked to behave in
undesirable ways.” “Once this Pandora’s box is opened, it
will be hard to close”, they said.—AFP 

Martin Garrix Werner Vogels

Facebook urges users 
to send nude pics to 
combat revenge porn
SYDNEY: Facebook is trying to combat “revenge porn”
by encouraging users in Australia to submit their nude
photos to a pilot project designed to prevent intimate
images from being shared without consent. Adults who
have shared nude or sexually explicit photos with someone
online, and who are worried about unauthorized distribu-
tion, can report images to the Australian government’s
eSafety Commission. 

They then securely send the photos to themselves via
Messenger, a process that allows Facebook to “hash”
them, creating a unique digital fingerprint. The identifier is
used to block any further distribution on Facebook,
Instagram and Messenger as a pre-emptive strike against
revenge porn, a common method of abuse and exploitation
online. “We’re using image-matching technology to pre-
vent non-consensual intimate images from being shared,”
said Antigone Davis, Facebook’s head of global safety. 

A Facebook spokesman said Britain, Canada and the
United States are also expected to take part in the project.
Australia’s eSafety commissioner Julie Inman Grant told
AFP the initiative empowers people to protect themselves
against the unauthorized spread of intimate images. “It
removes control and power from the perpetrator who is
ostensibly trying to amplify the humiliation of the victim
amongst friends, family and colleagues,” she said. If suc-
cessful, the Facebook trial should be extended to other
online platforms, Inman Grant added.

“The precedent already exists for the sharing of child
exploitation images and countering violent extremism
online, and by extending to image-based abuse we are
taking the burden off the victims to report to multiple
online platforms.” Australia is among world leaders in
efforts to combat revenge porn. Its eSafety Commission
launched an online portal last month, allowing victims to

report cases where their photos have been shared on the
internet without consent. The government agency then
works with websites and search engines to have them
removed.

Abuse on mass scale   
A recent survey by the commission showed one in five

Australian women aged 18-45 suffered image-based
abuse, with Facebook and its Messenger app accounting
for 53 percent of revenge porn, followed by Snapchat at 11
percent then Instagram at four percent. Research by
Melbourne’s Monash University and RMIT University ear-
lier this year found people were falling prey to abusive

behavior on a “mass scale”, and that men and women were
equally likely to be targeted.

RMIT legal studies lecturer Anastasia Powell said it was
“positive” to see collaboration between social media com-
panies and government-a vital part of any strategy to
tackle revenge porn. “It requires a combination of legal
reform, as well as policy, as well as additional services
from victims, as well as these sort of responses from social
media companies,” she told AFP. “There’s very little con-
sistency between laws internationally and police coopera-
tion and processes to make sure that countries can work
together, to make sure that images can be taken down, or
to pursue a criminal response.” —AFP

LISBON: Portuguese model Sara Sampaio
smiles during an interview at the 2017 Web
Summit in Lisbon.—AFP photos

SAN JOSE: In this file photo, a conference worker passes a demo booth at Facebook’s annual
F8 developer conference in San Jose, California.—AP


